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Human-Computer Interaction has matured from simple keyboard and mouse interface to
touch screens, and more recently to 3-D touch screen interfaces. Recently, high precision
object tracking algorithms are being deployed for the evaluating the user interaction ex-
perience of these interfaces in an unconstrained manner without the need for specially de-
signed data gloves or other equipment restraining equipment. These tracking algorithms
are expected to be not only precise, but also robust to instances of occlusions, motion blur
and background clutter. Continuing this trend, state-of-the-art object tracking algorithms,
capable of sub-pixel precision, were coupled with a carefully chosen de-interlacing tech-
nique and used for pinpointing the location of the fingertips between consecutive video
frames. An independent study was carried out within the scope of this thesis to deter-
mine the most effective de-interlacing filter wherein the bwdif de-interlacing filter stood
out and yielded excellent tracking results in conjunction with the ATOM tracker in most
of the evaluated normal speed videos, whereas the PrDiMP tracker proved to be a better
choice in the domain of the high-speed videos, where de-interlacing is inconsequential.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a multidisciplinary field of study that integrates
contrasting fields such as computer science with behavioral sciences. It is primarily fo-
cused on understanding and evaluating the way humans interact with complex techno-
logical artifacts. As larger part of the population is getting in touch with these artifacts,
research efforts are being directed to how these interactions can be made more effective,
efficient and satisfying. One such consequence of this effort has been the development
of Three dimensional (3-D) touch screens. These screens are capable of recognizing the
minute bending of the touch surface by the pressure exerted by the user’s fingers. With
these 3-D touch screens, the user is now able to distinguish between selecting a virtual
object or operating on the object.

However, advances such as these have prompted serious questions on how to study their
usability in a natural and unimpeded manner. Image-based and more specifically 3-D
stereoscopic tracking techniques have emerged as a promising approach in this regard [1].
The proposed solutions involves employing capable object tracking algorithms to capture
the finger movements in front of any given touch screen. However, these approaches been
hampered due to the inability of the generic object trackers to accurately localize the hand
and finger movements to the required level of accuracy leading to a significant number
of overshooting errors [2]. The apathy of object trackers towards high (sub-pixel) accu-
racy is warranted as most object tracking algorithms consider robustness and real time
processing, over accuracy, as more critical factors in evaluating the success of a track-
ing algorithm. However, in touch screen usability experiments, sub-pixel accuracy takes
precedence as even minor errors in target localization can lead to huge errors, especially
while resolving parallax errors.

Additionally, video sequences of 3-D touch screen interactions are associated with very
fast large scale shifts in the finger position and scaling between consecutive frames. Typ-
ically, in real world scenarios, video sequences are interlaced to give an illusion of dou-
bling the perceived resolution than that being displayed. This is accomplished by quickly
viewing two fields, each consisting of either odd or even lines, to represent a frame. This
implies that any movement within a frame could lead to motion artifacts. Using de-
interlaced or progressive video sequences has since emerged as a viable technique to
improve tracking performance as progressive video sequences capture the entire image
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per frame and hence are free from motion artifacts.

This Master’s thesis seeks to extend the previously concluded research work [3, 4] in
the domain of HCI by de-interlacing a collection of standard frame rate Red-Green-
Blue (RGB) videos with a novel de-interlacing method and evaluating them using the
recent state-of-the-art sub-pixel precision capable tracking algorithms to obtain the fin-
gertip position in the subsequent frames. A similar evaluation is carried out on a second
set of videos that were captured from a high speed camera. As an extension to the work
carried out in this thesis, the results from these two sets of videos could be utilized for
obtaining firstly, the raw 2-D hand trajectories from them and then, with necessary calibra-
tion and alignment procedure these can be combined to could obtain the 3-D trajectories
in real-world coordinates based on the framework shown in Figure 1 [3].

Normal camera
video sequences

De-interlaced
video sequences

High speed
video sequences

Raw 2-D trajec-
tory information

Smoothed 2-D
trajectory data

3-D real world
coordinates

Pre-Processing

Tracking Tracking

Filtering

3-D Reconstruction

Figure 1. The approach to finger tracking for HCI studies [3].
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1.2 Objectives and Delimitations

This Master thesis project focuses on evaluating sub-pixel precise tracking algorithms
for finger tracking. Furthermore, this thesis seeks to evaluate the available state-of-the-
art de-interlacing techniques with a view to get better information out of the standard
frame rate RGB videos. Development of new tracking or de-interlacing techniques is
not an objective of the thesis. The limiting factors in the selection of tracking and de-
interlacing techniques are the operational environment, the availability of source codes
and the accuracy of the adopted techniques. The objectives are as follows:

1. Evaluation of the effectiveness of sub-pixel precise hand tracking and trajectory
processing methods for the high-speed and standard frame rate RGB videos.

2. Evaluation of the effectiveness of various novel de-interlacing method for the stan-
dard frame rate RGB videos.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The organization of this thesis is such that Chapter 2 provides a brief description of vari-
ous tracker classification schemes while also giving an insight into the various challenges
of visual object tracking. Additionally, various tracking benchmarks and performance
evaluation metrics are also discussed. Chapter 3 outlines the need for the inclusion of
both, pre-processing and post-processing steps, in the current research study. Specifi-
cally, this chapter introduces and compares the various de-interlacing techniques for the
standard frame rate RGB video sequences followed by the description of various sub-pixel
precise tracking algorithms that were considered for evaluation the aforementioned video
sequences. Tracking failure and trajectory processing have also been discussed briefly.
Chapter 4 on the other hand explains in detail the experiments held within the scope of
this research. The findings of this research along with detailed description can be found
in Chapter 5. Moreover, future research prospects are contemplated and described here.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of this thesis.
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2 VISUAL OBJECT TRACKING

2.1 Background

Visual object tracking is among the most rapidly developing field in the domain of com-
puter vision with various real world applications including HCI, robotics, autonomous
vehicles, motion-based recognition, surveillance and security. The main objective of this
field is to reliably estimate the state of a certain target object across all the frames of any
given video sequence, given its state in the first frame [5]. The state of an object refers to
information pertaining to the object position, appearance and shape. Traditionally, object
trackers were inept at their handling of various challenges posed by partial occlusions,
motion blurs, scale variations and illumination changes among others as shown in Fig-
ure 2 [6, 7]. This has resulted in considerable research effort being directed to this cause.
Although the task of handling these instances cannot be considered solved, novel method-
ologies have emerged which are quite adept at handling one or more of such instances.

Figure 2. Occlusion and illumination variations are one of the main reasons for failure of visual
object tracking [6, 7].

An object tracking framework typically comprises of three core elements: an object repre-
sentation model, a dynamic model, and a search mechanism [8]. Researchers have argued
that object representation model is the most vital element as matching the object appear-
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ance in spite of all the challenging factors is the core difficulty in any tracking system.
Additionally, the object representation model plays a crucial role in the choice of objec-
tive function that can be used for tracking the object of interest in all of the subsequent
frames. As stated earlier, object tracking requires the reliable estimation of the object state
across all the frames of a video sequence. Computing these intermittent states, however,
is computationally expensive. Hence, there is a need for an efficient dynamic model to
accurately predict the state of the target object in any given frame and update the object
representation model. The search mechanism aims to accurately localize the target object
across subsequent frames while taking into account the geometric transformations of the
target object by translating the tracking problem into a status space searching problem.

Due to their importance in determining the success of tracking, trackers are commonly
classified into generative or discriminative methods based on the chosen object represen-
tation model [9]. Generative methods concentrate on finding areas within a frame that
are congurent to the target object. On the other hand, discriminative methods distinguish
the target objects from the surrounding background and essentially approach object track-
ing as a classification problem. In recent years, numerous machine learning approaches
ranging from simple support vector machine to latent variable learning techniques have
been employed to solve the problem of object tracking. In particular, there has been an
extensive acceptance of correlation filters based approaches with complex features and
the deep convolutional neural networks due to the huge improvements in tracker perfor-
mances [10]. With the popularity of these correlation filters in mind Figure 3 presents
an extensive classification of various tracking algorithms, a few of which have been ex-
plained briefly in the upcoming sections to illustrate the different classes of trackers.

2.2 Correlation Filter Based Trackers

Previously, the use of Correlation Filter (CF) was limited to object recognition, image
registration, face authentication and action recognition [11]. The adoption of CF for visual
object tracking was, however, impractical due to the need of an extensive training phase.
However, the arrival of the Minimum Output of Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter
[12] led to the emergence of numerous state-of-the-art trackers that employed an efficient
adaptive training phase similar to the one proposed in the MOSSE filter.

To begin with, a CF is contrived to yield a low output in response to the background
scene and a high output in response to the target object. In order to reduce the associ-
ated burden of such computation, CF operate in the frequency domain. Prior to tracking
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Figure 3. The classification of tracking algorithms [11].

these filters are initialized with the target object patch over the first frame of the video
sequence. Meanwhile, during the tracking stage, a target location estimate is generated
for a particular frame based on the information about the target object location from the
preceding frame. Target feature extraction from the training patch is one of the pillars of
CF-based trackers. Additionally, a cosine filter is incorporated to smoothen the obtained
target feature boundaries. During the target object tracking, the element-wise multiplica-
tion of the learnt filter with target patches is computed in the frequency domain via Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). The new target object position in the spatial domain is esti-
mated by choosing the target patch with the maximum confidence score, in the aftermath
of the application of the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). Lastly, the CF is updated
at the new location to reflect any changes in the target object appearance.

The CF-based tracking algorithm described in Figure 4 [13] is likely to encounter diffi-
culties of varying magnitude. One of the principal challenges is the selection of powerful
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Figure 4. The CF based tracking algorithm [13].

features to improve the tracking performance. The usage of a constant size CF presents
another challenge to the success of the tracking, as it may be that the target object under-
goes a large variation in scale from one frame to another. Furthermore, in the event of
loss of the target object, its recovery is impossible. The correlation filters are sub-divided
into four major categories described in the following sub-sections.

Basic Correlation Filter Based Trackers

Basic-Correlation Filter based Trackers (B-CFTs) are high-speed trackers based on the
Kernelized Correlation Filters (KCF) paradigm [14]. The B-CFTs employ diverse fea-
tures ranging from Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Color Names (CN), and
deep features derived from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) and residual features [11]. While feature extraction from CNN has
become a necessity in a variety of computer vision applications, an average reader reader
unfamiliar with HOG and CN can look at the sample visualizations presented in Fig-
ure 5 and 6 respectively. Additionally, a few B-CFTs have been able to obtain the scale
estimates for the target object by employing a pyramid based strategy [15].

A KCF based tracker typically employs a Gaussian kernel function for differentiating the
object being tracked from its accompanying background. The HOG descriptors of cell
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Figure 5. A sample visualization of the process of extraction of HOG feature with cell size 4.
At first, the Sobel-Feldman kernel is used to obtain the edge gradients and orientations. The
image is then sub-divided into 4x4 cells and a histogram of edge gradients is computed for each of
these cells. The computed edge gradient is then normalized so as to make it invariant to lighting
conditions, followed by concatenating it with the rest of the image patch. A 9x1 normalized
histogram (right) can then be plotted to visualize the HOG descriptor [16].

size four are computed to describe the correlation filter. While tracking, HOG features for
image patches larger than the target object are extracted. The acquired correlation filter is
then applied to these extracted features in the Fourier domain to obtain a response map.
The region of the response map with the highest confidence score is predicted as the target
object position in that particular frame.

Regularized Correlation Filter Based Trackers

Typically trackers based on Discriminative Correlation Filter (DCF) approach have sev-
eral limitations [11]. For instance, DCF-based trackers requires the filter size to be usually
the same as the patch size. Additionally, these trackers are known to perform poorly while
tracking objects undergoing deformation. This is due to over-fitting of the object model
resulting from the missing negative samples and results in tracking failure. Increasing
the search area presents itself as a solution to the problem of tracking failure but it is
accompanied by a reduction in the discriminating power of such trackers. Hence, there
is a need for introduction of regularization measures to overcome these limitations of the
DCF-based trackers.

The Spatially Regularized Discriminative Correlation Filter (SRDCF) tracker proposed
by Danelljan et al. [18] employs a spatial regularization component to suppress the back-
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Figure 6. Color Names are the designated linguistic description of the colors perceived by humans.
For instance the pixels on the ball can be described as red, brown and even pink [17].

ground information. The regularization component utilizes the spatial information to es-
timate the weights of the correlation filter. The background minimization is achieved
by allocating larger weights to filter coefficients that occupy the space outside the target
object region and vice-versa. The SRDCF approach has been adapted to better handle
instances of corrupt training samples in comparison to the SRDCFdecon tracker [19].
This is accomplished by imparting the correct training patches, extracted from previous
frames, with higher weights. The SRDCFdecon

Siamese Based Correlation Filter Trackers

The Siamese networks were originally conceived to be used in the domain of signature
verification [20] and fingerprint recognition [21]. Recently, however these networks have
shown great capability in handling the various challenges of object tracking [22–24]. Typ-
ically, a Siamese network determines the similarity between any two image patches and
establishes if similar objects exist in the given pair of images.

Bertinetto et al. [22] proposed a solution to the tracking problem based on the Siamese ap-
proach. They developed a fully convolutional tracker, called Fully convolutional Siamese
networks (SiameseFC), that compares the baseline image with probable similar image
candidate and yields a high confidence score if object similarity is established. The
SiameseFC tracker employs a correlation layer along with a convolutional embedding
function to unify the the input feature maps.

The Correlation Filter Network (CFNet) tracker was contrived for obtaining an end-to-
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end learning of the target object feature representations [24]. The SiameseFC tracker was
utilized as the base tracker in conjunction with the CFNet tracker. The CFNet tracker,
employed for the online tracking, compares the obtained target feature representations
with larger sized candidate images in the vicinity of the previously obtained target object
location in the current frame. By estimating the cross-correlation between the various
candidate patches and the target object template, a similarity map is generated.

Part Based Correlation Filter Trackers

While the all previously discussed CFTs learned the target appearance as a whole, the
Part Based Correlation Filter Trackers learn the target objects appearance by sub-dividing
it into smaller parts. Part based tracking tracking techniques have been specifically de-
veloped for handling instances where the target object undergoes deformation or occlu-
sion [25, 26].

Liu et al. [25] proposed the Real time Part based tracking with Adaptive CFs (RPAC)
that improved the robustness in tracking by making use of adaptive weighting, updating
and structural masking methods. The RPAC tracker estimates the adaptive weights for
each part by estimating the sharpness of response map by means of the Peak-to-Sidelobe
Ratio (PSR) and Smooth Constraint of Confidence Map (SCCM). On the other hand,
the temporal shift between two successive frames characterizes the SCCM. The weights
are updated for trackers whose weights are higher than a defined threshold value. The
Maximum A Posteriori for all parts of the object is calculated using the Bayesian inference
theorem to locate the object of interest in the current frame.

2.3 Non-Correlation Filter Based Trackers

Patch Learning Based Trackers

Patch learning-based trackers employ the background image patches in addition to the
target object patches. The tracker utilizes both positive and negative samples for training
in order to complement to its discriminating power. A number of test sample patches are
then run through the trained tracking model and the patch with the maximum response
corresponds to the location of the target object.
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The Exemplar based Linear Discriminant Analysis (ELDA) tracker, for instance, employs
Linear Discriminant Analysis to differentiate between the object being tracked and its
accompanying background [27]. The ELDA tracker utilizes a background component
model in addition to the object representation model. The object model consists of two
sub-models: a short-term model corresponding to the target object variations in previous
frames and a long-term model corresponding to the target object state in the first frame.
The background model also consists of two constituent models; an offline model that
has been trained extensively over a number of negative samples prior to tracking and an
online model built from negative samples around the target object while tracking. The
ELDA tracker estimates the target object location by summing up the detection scores
obtained from a short-term and a long-term detector. The Enhanced CNN Tracker (ECT)
tracker [28] has augmented the capabilities of the ELDA tracker by incorporating a CNN
in its architecture.

Multiple Instance Learning Based Trackers

A common strategy for updating the tracker appearance modal involves obtaining one
positive sample at the newly obtained target object location and negative samples in its
vicinity. However, any inaccuracy in the location estimation can cause the problem of
target object drifting. An alternative approach requires updating the appearance model
with multiple positive and negative samples so as to prevent the drop in the discriminat-
ing power of the appearance model. Such an approach however, requires an expressive
scheme for cropping samples. Dietterich et al. [29] proposed the Multiple Instance Learn-
ing (MIL) model capable of implementing the aforesaid scheme. Multiple sets of both
positive and negative samples are accumulated as bags. A bag is labelled as positive if
it comprises of at least one positive sample and negative if it comprises of only nega-
tive samples. During training the individual labels of the samples are unknown, however,
weak classifiers are constructed from the bag labels. The weak classifiers are then used in
conjunction with a few selected individual samples to obtain a strong classifier.

Wang et al. [30] introduced the Patch based MIL (P-MIL) tracker that atomizes the target
into several blocks. While the MIL framework is applied to each of the blocks the P-MIL
framework, on the other hand, operates exclusively on the target blocks by generating
strong classifiers. The whole target object localization is achieved by averaging the clas-
sification scores from each of the blocks. An alternative approach proposed by Sharma
et al. relies on the maximizing the classification score for feature selection by computing
the Haar-features of the target object with the aid of kernel trick, half target space, and a
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scaling strategy [31].

Sparsity Based Trackers

The main objective of sparse representation techniques is to establish an optimal map-
ping of the target object while ensuring that the obtained mapping is not only sufficiently
sparse but also handles the reconstruction errors adequately. Most of the sparsity based
trackers are reliant on the particle filter framework. The Structural Sparse Tracking (SST)
algorithm learns the sparse representation by utilizing the intrinsic relationship between
the global target object model and the local target patches [32]. The tracker uses an object
model with multiple particles representing the target object. Each of these target object
representation are broken down into patches and a patch coefficient is computed in order
to minimize the patch reconstruction error.

The Hierarchical Sparse Tracker (HST) fuses both the generative and the discriminative
object representation models [33]. Hence, the appearance model consists of three models:
a local histogram model for encoding the spatial information among the target parts, a
weighted alignment pooling model for assigning weights to the local patches based on
target-candidate resemblance and a sparsity based discriminant model for computing the
sparse representation of the target. The candidate patch that gives the maximum score for
all the three models is selected as the target position in the current frame.

Super-pixel Based Trackers

A pixel is the smallest controllable element that represents the color intensities of the
all the objects in an image. Since a change in the appearances of the objects leads to a
corresponding change in the pixel values of the image, object representation models do
not normally employ these pixel values. The introduction of super-pixels have, however,
altered this scenario and a large number of trackers relying on these super-pixel have
emerged [34–36]. A super-pixel is a collection of pixels with identical pixel intensity
values. These super-pixels covey perceptual information about the structure of the pixel
grid.

Jingjing et al. [34] presented an object tracker that utilized an object representation model
that has been trained extensively over the target and background super-pixels. While
tracking, The super-pixels are sub-divided into clusters by means of the mean shift al-
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gorithm in the vicinity of the previous estimate of the target object location. Each of
these clusters are weighted and sorted. A super-pixel score map is generated based on
the distance of super-pixel and its corresponding cluster center, the cluster weight and the
nativity of the cluster. The highest score estimate gives the target object location in the
current frame. Wang et al. [36] introduced the Constrained Super-pixel Tracking (CST)
tracker that exploits information from graph labelling to establish the spatial smoothness,
temporal smoothness, and appearance fitness constraints. The short term target appear-
ance model is kept in check by means of the the temporal smoothness constraint while the
long-term appearance model is constrained by the appearance fitness constraint.

Graph Based Trackers

Graph based object trackers are typically reliant on the information from super-pixels and
nodes to model the target appearance, while their edges convey information about the
internal morphological structure. An alternate approach adopted by these graph based
trackers is to generate graphs among the parts of the objects for all the frames in the video
sequence.

The Graph Tracker (GRACKER), for instance, utilizes undirected graphs to obtain an ap-
pearance model for planar objects and takes advantage of the relationship between local
parts [37]. The search region for the target object is divided into grids and vertices, rep-
resenting the points of maximum response, for the graph are obtained by using the Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) for each of these grids. The edges of the graph, on
the other hand, are obtained from the Delaunary triangulation [38]. Geometrical graph
matching techniques are employed during tracking to establish the target-candidate cor-
respondence by gauging the affinity matrix graphs. The target object location is then
estimated as the region with the maximum aposteriori probability. The Reweighted Ran-
dom Walks for graph Matching (RRWM) technique is employed for further refining of
the matched graph [39].

Siamese Network Based Tracker

Siamese networks provide a reliable estimate about the resemblance between its inputs.
A brief discussion about the Siamese networks can be found in the discussion of the
Siamese based Correlation Filter Trackers. The trackers based on Siamese networks seek
to establish the resemblance the target object template and the various candidate samples
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in the current frame.

The Siamese INstance Search (SINT) tracker learns a matching function and identifies
the target-candidate pair with the highest resemblance in the new frames [40]. The SINT
tracking architecture comprises of two streams: a query stream and a search stream. Each
of these streams consist of five convolutional layers, three region-of-interest pooling lay-
ers, a fully connected layer and lastly a fusion layer to consolidate all the features. A
similar approach was adopted by a two flow CNN tracker abbreviated as YCNN [41].
The YCNN tracker learns both, the shallow and deep, features by means of an end-to-end
network to estimate the similarity between the the target patch and the candidate patches.

Part Based Tracker

Part based modeling techniques have been used extensively for the tracking of objects
undergoing a deformation. The trackers based on these part based modeling techniques
exploit the information from the local parts [42, 43].

The Part based Tracker (PT) utilized latent variables to model the unknown parts of the
target object [42]. The target object is broken down into parts with each of these part
being associated with a weight. The latent variables are the offsets in the neighbourhood
of the parts. A minimum spanning tree is used on each of the parts to establish a structural
spatial constraint. The vertices of this tree represent are the object parts whereas the edges
describe the consistent connection. Each object is assigned a weight corresponding to the
Euclidean distance between the two parts. While tracking, the new target position is
determined by the objects and parts exhibiting maximum classification score.

2.4 Benchmarking Trackers

Any unbiased object tracker evaluation study requires two key components: (i) a dataset
consisting of an assorted collection of video sequences to represent the most commonly
encountered challenges in the domain of object tracking, and (ii) a performance metric
that can be estimated reliably for each of the trackers.

The improvements in the performance of trackers have gone hand-in-hand with the in-
crease in the amount of annotated datasets. A vast majority of these datasets have emerged
from leading benchmark articles such as TrackingNet [44], OTB [5] and the annually held
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Visual Object Tracking Challenge (VOT) [45] challenge. For a long time, the field of vi-
sual object tracking had been limited by the glaring absence of standardized data-sets that
adequately accounted for various difficulties encountered during tracking. As a result,
researchers were required to put exhaustive efforts in compiling and annotating their own
video sequences so as to investigate the effectiveness of tracking methods over a few cho-
sen metrics. However, due to different performance metrics adopted by different studies,
cross paper tracker comparison was a major issue. Nonetheless, with the inception of the
VOT [45], which has been a continuous feature since 2013, it has been possible to achieve
performance standardisation in tracker evaluation over its carefully compiled data-sets.

Previously, the tracker performance was evaluated with the help of a curve depicting the
percentages of frames where the predicted bounding box overlaps with that of the ground
truth beyond a certain preset threshold. The area under this curve is a major performance
indicator and is referred to as Average Overlap (AO) score [46]. A major flaw in the AO
score computation, however, was that a score of zero overlap in any one of the frames
would result in zero overlap in the subsequent frames. Hence, adopting a methodol-
ogy capable of resetting the trackers in such events was deemed necessary to increase
interpretability and reduce bias. The VOT challenge introduced the Expected Average
Overlap (EAO) which combines the measures of accuracy and robustness in evaluating
tracking algorithms. Additionally, in order to prevent the fine tuning of tracking algo-
rithms over one particular data-sets VOT established a state-of-the-art bound to foster the
development of wide ranging trackers in the visual tracking community. Over its seven
editions, the VOT Challenge has been instrumental in the development of highly robust
and accurate trackers as is evident from the results of the best five trackers of VOT 2019,
presented in Table 1 [45].

Table 1. The top five trackers from VOT 2019 [45].

# Method Abbrev EAO
1 High Accuracy Visual Tracking with Deep Regression Networks [45]. DRNet 0.395
2 Dynamic Optimization Tracking Algorithm based on ATOM combined with Static Pictures [45] Trackyou 0.395
3 Accurate Tracking by Progressively refining [45] ATP 0.394
4 Learning Discriminative Model Predictionfor Tracking [47] DiMP 0.379
5 Online Update Tracking Model for DiscriminantFeature Learning [45] Cola 0.371
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3 HAND MOVEMENT ANALYSIS

3.1 General Framework

A general flowchart for the hand movement analysis for the proposed touch screen us-
ability experiment is presented in Figure 7 [3]. Firstly, the video sequences of users
interaction with the touch screen are collected. Video sequences are captured by means
of a multi-camera setup involving a normal speed and a high speed camera. However, the
experimenter must ensure that the lighting conditions are more than optimal at all times
as the exposure time of the high speed cameras is usually very small. An additional de-
interlacing step is needed for the recordings obtained from the normal speed videos so as
to eliminate the motion artifacts prior to tracking.

Video
collection and
pre-processing

Camera
parameter
estimation

Target
initialization

Hand
tracking

Trajectory
filtering

Computation of
3-D coordinates

Figure 7. The Finger Movement Analysis Pipeline [3].

The goal of the experiment proposed in [3], was to reliably output the location of the
user’s finger in real-world coordinates and hence the estimation of the intrinsic camera
parameters is crucial. The dotted line in Figure 7 implies the usage of the intrinsic param-
eters of the camera in mapping the 2-D coordinates to the real world 3-D coordinates. The
target initialization step follows, and uses the given location estimates of the target to pre-
dict its state in subsequent frames. Usually, the tracker develops an object representation
model which is regularly updated to ensure coherency in tracking. This is followed by
the tracking of the users hands across the video sequence. While hand tracking typically
involves only translational motion, some of the test sequences are reliant on the ability of
the tracker to estimate rotation and skew transformations as well. The trackers discussed
in Chapter 2 will be evaluated and compared on their capability of handling such situa-
tions and the best performing tracker will be determined. In videos with high frame rate,
trajectory filtering is vital due to the presence of noise. In the final stage the results of the
normal and high speed cameras will be synchronized and combined to generate the real
world 3-D coordinates.
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3.2 Video Pre-Processing

The dataset of normal speed cameras was recorded at a frame rate of 25 fps with a res-
olution of 1440x1080 [4]. Additionally, the video sequences are compressed by means
of interlacing. A frame in an interlaced video sequence typically consists of two fields
captured consecutively. While one field consists of all odd-numbered lines of the frame,
the second field contains all the even-numbered lines of the frame. Since these two fields
are captured at slightly different time intervals, video sequences consisting of fast mov-
ing objects might show motion artifacts known as the interlacing effect or combing [48].
Hence, pre-processing is vital in the touch screen usability experiment as demonstrated
by Figure 8 [4].

Figure 8. Interlacing effect depicted by the fast moving fingers [4].

In recent years, several de-interlacing techniques have emerged to minimize these motion
artifacts. One such technique [49] aims to reproduce the whole frame from each of the
odd-even fields independently. However, this approach is largely flawed and impractical
due to the accompanying information loss in the frames (equal to 50%) . Other techniques,
on the other hand, attempt to first analyse the object motion before de-interlacing which
might be computationally taxing [50]. In the following sub-sections some of the novel
de-interlacing techniques have been described.
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3.2.1 Deep Video De-interlacing

Zhu et al. proposed a novel de-interlacing technique capable of reproducing high quality
de-interlaced sequences videos in real time [48]. Their approach relied on Deep Convolu-
tional Neural Network (DCNN) model to use the temporal information from the two fields
to extract missing scan lines while preserving the original odd-even fields to develop fully
de-interlaced frames.

The architecture depicted in Figure 9 [48] is employed to estimate the odd pixels from
the given even field and the even pixels from the given odd field. There is no limitation
to the resolution of the interlaced frame that is fed to the network. Moreover, sharing the
lower level neural network for generating the missing odd and even fields is warranted
as it helps to achieve real time performance. The DCNN model is trained over a self-
synthesized dataset consisting of interlaced and progressive video pairs [48].

Figure 9. The DCNN Architecture [48].

3.2.2 De-interlacing with AviSynth plugins

AviSynth [51] is a free and open-source video processing tool that provides powerful
external filters for de-interlacing. It allows the users to create scripts that can be used
to implement various de-interlacing filters to an Audio Video Interleave (AVI) video file.
Some of the common de-interlacing plugins along with their description and supported
color formats are shown in Table 2 [51].

In the current thesis, four of the most popular FFmpeg de-interlacing filters were studied
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Table 2. The various de-interlacing plugins from AviSynth [51].

Filter Description Supported color formats

Area
Compares frame to blend only the areas exhibiting
combing effect. RGB32

BlendBob The closest matching neighboring frame are blended. YV12

LeakKernelDeint
Greatly improves vertical resolution in de-interlaced
areas by means of a kernel. RGB, YUY2, YV12

Nnedi3 intra-field only de-interlacer based on neural networks. RGB24, YUY2, YV12

QTGMC
Motion Compensated de-interlacer based on
TempGaussMC. YUY2, YV12

SmoothDeinterlace
An adaptive de-interlacing plugin based on the
area based de-interlacer. RGB32, YUY2, YV12

Yadif
Check pixels of previous, current and next frames to
re-create the missing field by edge directed interpolation. YUY2, YV12

namely, the Weston 3 field de-interlacing filter (w3fdif), the Yet-another de-interlacing
filter (yadif), the Bob-Weaver deinterlacing filter (bwdif) and lastly, the Neural network
edge directed interpolating (nnedi) filter. The w3fdif is based on the works of two re-
searchers at the BBC R&D: Marvin Weston and Jim Easterbrook. This filter employs
the field dominance information in order to evaluate which of the odd or even fields to
place first in the output. The yadif evaluates the pixels in the current, previous and next
frame in to order to re-create the field by means of edge directed interpolation. The yadif
algorithm provides us with the possibility of two sets of outputs depending on its mode
of operation. If the mode is set as "send_frame" the output consists of just one frame for
each frame and if the mode is set as "send_field" the resulting output will consist of one
frame for each of the field and thereby, doubling the frame rate. The latter mode of opera-
tion was chosen based on a comparative study carried out earlier in the framework of this
research [4]. The nnedi filter uses edge directed interpolation on the missing pixels using
information only available from the field being reconstructed. Like yadif, nnedi also has
two operating modes depending on the type of output needed: the same frame rate mode,
where the nnedi throws away one of the fields and then uses interpolation to estimate the
missing lines and the double frame rate mode where a predictor neural network is used
along with neighbourhood pre-processing for obtaining the missing pixels. Lastly, the
bwdif employs a consolidation of the previously described de-interlacing filters such as
yadif and w3fdif along with a few cubic interpolation algorithms for the de-interlacing of
the interlaced video sequences.
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3.3 Finger Tracking

Object tracking methods similar to those described in Chapter 2 are employed for tracking
the fingers on the collected video sequences. The object trackers aim to estimate the state
of an object in the consecutive video frames. The adopted object trackers will have to
be robust to skew, rotation and scale changes as these situations are very common during
the touch screen experiment proposed in [3]. A brief review of trackers which had either
featured in the state-of-the-art bound in the most recent edition of the VOT Challenge [45]
or had achieved exceptionally good results in their original papers has been presented in
the following sub-sections.

3.3.1 Large-Displacement Tracking via Estimation of Similarity

Despite the recent success of correlation filters based trackers, little to no effort has been
made on how to efficiently and precisely estimate the target scale and rotation changes that
requires them to perform a 4-Degree of Freedom (DoF) status space search. The trackers
that have taken a step in this direction have largely been handicapped by huge computa-
tional costs and limited accuracy. In [52], the authors seek to address these limitations
by translating the 4-DoF status space searching problem into two 2-DoF sub-problems,
i.e., translation estimation and scale-rotation prediction. The algorithm of the proposed
Large Displacement tracking via Estimation of Similarity (LDES) tracker is presented in
Figure 10 [52].

Figure 10. The LDES tracker algorithm flow [52].

The translation estimation was predicted with the aid of a fast variant of the correlation
filter in the Cartesian coordinates space while on the other hand the scale and rotation
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changes were accounted for by utilizing an efficient phase correlation scheme on the Log-
Polar coordinates space. The framework was supplemented with a Block Coordinate
Descent (BCD) to ensure tracker stability during its search in the 4-DoF space. The BCD
solver was specifically useful in handling video sequences with scale variations [52].

3.3.2 Fast Visual Object Tracking with Rotated Bounding Boxes

Chen et al. [53] demonstrated a novel technique for improving the performance of the
state-of-the-art object tracking algorithm, SiamMask [54]. Their approach, dubbed as
SiamMask_E, estimates the bounding box rotation and size by using an ellipse fitting
algorithm and is capable of real-time object tracking (around 80 fps).

For the purpose of estimating the bounding box, the SiamMask_E tracker, presented in
Figure 11 [53], is initially fed with the target object mask. An ellipse fitting algorithm,
described in [55], is then employed to locate the center of the ellipse as well as its rotation
angle. From the obtained rotation angle and ellipse center estimates, the affine transfor-
mation matrix is computed and applied to the ellipse’s center. The area encompassing
the ellipse is then, replaced by a rectangular bounding box (in green) followed by a min-
max axis aligned bounding box (in blue). A new bounding box (in red) is determined
based on the intersection of the green and blue boxes. Finally, in order to convert the
image back into its original image coordinate compute and apply the inverse of the affine
transformation matrix and output the red box.

Figure 11. Bounding Box estimation using SiamMask_E [53].

3.3.3 Accurate Tracking by Overlap Maximization

Prior to Accurate Tracking by Overlap Maximization (ATOM) Tracker [56], emphasis on
constructing robust classifiers meant that most of the state-of-the-art trackers were flawed
in their approach to estimate the target state as this requires a high-level understanding
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about the pose of an object. ATOM adopts a novel architecture to specifically address
this issue by segregating object tracking into two modules, a classification module and an
estimation module. Both the modules utilize the ResNet-18 model trained on ImageNet
as the backbone network. The integration of the modules is shown in Figure. 12 [56].

Figure 12. An overview of the ATOM architecture [56].

The classification module aims to robustly obtain a rough 2-D estimate of the target object
in order to discriminate between the objects in the background with the target objects in
the current frame. This is realized by training the classification module online to predict a
target confidence score based on backbone features that have been extracted from the cur-
rent frame. In order to ensure fast online learning, the classification module adopts conju-
gate gradient and Gauss-Newton optimization strategies over the conventional stochastic
gradient descent optimization. On the other hand, the estimation module determines the
target state by utilizing the rough estimates from the classification module and outputs the
target bounding box. It utilizes the Intersection over Union (IoU) predictor networks with
frozen weights [57] after having been trained extensively on the large-scale object detec-
tion and video tracking datasets. The IoU score for each of the bounding box estimates is
dependent on the features and proposal bounding boxes from the classification module in
the test frame along with modulation vectors that are computed from the reference frame
and the initial target bounding box. Maximizing the IoU score, through gradient ascent,
results a refined bounding box estimate [56].
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3.3.4 High Accuracy Visual Tracking with Deep Regression Networks

The ATOM tracker [56] was a catalyst for many of the trackers that had entered the
VOT 2019 challenge. The High Accuracy Visual Tracking with Deep Regression Net-
works (DRNet) [45] tracker which had obtained the highest EAO score in the short-term
trackers category in VOT 2019 was one of them. It employs a two phase tracking ar-
chitecture, namely Box Estimation and Scale Regression. The box estimation follows an
approach similar to the ATOM tracker [56] in predicting the target location estimate. The
second phase estimates the scale based box regression by extracting features using the
PrRoIPooling [57] which in turn utilizes the location estimates from the first phase along
with the size of the previous frame. The inputs to the box regression are derived from the
features extracted from Block3 and Block4 of the ResNet50 network that employs a fixed
parameter pretrained model of the ImageNet.

The Scale regression network is trained extensively offline on various datasets such as
TrackingNet [44], COCO [58] and Large-scale Single Object Tracking datasets [59]. The
Box estimation branch on the other hand performs online updating of the discriminative
correlation filters using the conjugate gradient.

3.3.5 Learning Discriminative Model Prediction for Tracking

Although successful, the Siamese learning paradigm [22, 60] suffers from severe limita-
tions due to its apathy towards the target objects background, poor generalization capabil-
ity as well as the lack of a powerful model updating strategy. Inspired by the discrimina-
tive online learning techniques, Bhat et al. presented an effective end-to-end architecture
that addresses these limitations [47].

The Learning Discriminative Model Prediction (DiMP) tracker architecture [47] boasts of
two sub-branches: a target classification branch and a bounding box estimation branch.
The branches derive deep features from a common backbone network. The model pre-
dictor estimates the weights for the convolutional block in the target classifier branch,
which are then applied on the feature maps extracted from the test frame to compute the
target confidence scores. The bounding box estimation employs the same approach as the
ATOM tracker [56].

By utilizing the steepest descent based optimizer and an effective target initialisation
model, the DiMP tracker seeks to maximize the discriminating power of the tracker, as
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seen in Figure 13 [47], while also ensuring the need for minimal number of optimization
steps. To ensure robustness in the learned training model, the DiMP tracker learns the
discriminative learning loss by itself while the issue of generality is tackled by infusing
the optimizer module with a few learnable parameters to prevent over-fitting during the
offline training [47].

Figure 13. The confidence maps of various tracked objects (red box) showcasing the superior
discriminative power of DiMP Tracker (right) over the Siamese based Trackers (middle) [47].

3.3.6 Probabilistic Discriminative Model Prediction for Tracking

The problem of visual object tracking can be reformulated as one of regressing the target
object state across all the frames of any given video sequence. The crucial principle
behind all the successful tracking methodologies has been the idea of learning to predict
and then maximizing, the confidence score values to obtain the target object sate in any
given frame. However, the confidence value so predicted has no clear meaning and is
solely treated as a parameter that needs to be maximized. Additionally, the predicted
confidence scores are heavily influenced by the choice of loss as well as the approach for
generating the accompanying pseudo labels while training. These measures are of high
prominence while determining if there is a need to update the target model and also to
predict the uncertainty in the predicted target state. Danelljan et al. [61] proposed the
Probabilistic DiMP (PrDiMP) tracker that employs a probabilistic approach in an attempt
to overcome these limitations.
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Unlike the previously described confidence-based tracking methodology, the PrDiMP
tracker employs a predictive probability distribution based approach. While training the
network, the tracker seeks to minimize the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the pre-
dictive density and the conditional ground truth distribution [61]. During the inference
stage, maximization of the predicted density culminates in a point estimation for the re-
gressed value. Due to the probabilistic attributes of the tracker, the PrDiMP tracker is not
only able to handle the various ambiguities of the tracking task but it is also quite adept
at modelling the errors due to inaccuracies in annotations as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Typically, trackers are expected to predict the central coordinates of the ground truth
bounding box, which as seen in the left frame is also well aligned with the target center. But within
a time span of few seconds the change in position of the tail results in a large scale shift of the
ground truth bounding box center point which now does not lie on the target object anymore. The
PrDiMP tracker employs target center regression to model such instances adequately [61].
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4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 3-D Touch Screen Experiment

This thesis seeks to establish the applicability and effectiveness of the numerous tracking
and de-interlacing methods in the context of the hand movement analysis framework de-
scribed in Chapter 3. The dataset for carrying out the current evaluation emanates from a
research conducted by Visual Cognition Research Group of University of Helsinki [62].
The main objective of this research was to investigate the effect of depth perception on
the hand movements and the overall interaction experience of a 3-D touch screen. The
following subsections proceed to describe the experimental setup for the 3-D touch screen
experiment, the assimilation of the dataset and the complementing annotation for the se-
lected video sequences.

4.1.1 Experimental Setup

During the experiment, the test subjects of the study were instructed to execute a clear
and intentional single finger pointing action towards the observed visual stimuli on the
touch screen (BenQ XL2420Z Display with DigiTouch 24" Touch Overlay). The start of
each pointing action was indicated by means of a trigger-box (Cedrus RB-530 response
pad) placed at a distance of 0.25 m from the screen. The test subjects were seated further
away, at a distance of 0.4 m from the trigger box.

The hand actions were recorded by means of two cameras: a normal speed Sony HDR-
SR12 camera for capturing the normal frame rate videos and a Mega Speed MS50K high
speed camera fitted with a Nikon Nikkor AF-S 14-24 mm F2.8G objective lens set at
a focal length of 14 mm for the capturing the high frame rate video sequences. While
the normal speed camera was positioned directly above the touch screen the high speed
camera, on the other hand, was mounted on to the right side of the test setup approximately
1.25 m from the touch screen as depicted in Figure 15. Typically, recording a video at
high frame rate warrants the need for a corresponding increase in the amount of exposure
to light. Hence, an overhead lighting panel was mounted about 0.85 above the surface of
the table.

Ten virtual objects of size 100x100 pixels were laid out on the touch screen. The virtual
target object for the hand pointing actions was indicated by means of parallax disparity
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Figure 15. The experimental setup for the 3-D touch screen experiment. [4]

which characterizes the discrepancy between the images perceived by the left and right
eyes, consequently resulting in the target object to appear in front of or behind the screen.
For instance, a disparity of -2 pixels would imply that the virtual object is slightly behind
the touch screen and a disparity of 6 pixels would insinuate that the virtual object is clearly
in front of the screen.

4.1.2 Dataset Description

Twenty test subjects were considered for the experiment. The pointing actions for each
subject was sub-divided into nine or four blocks. The first two blocks consisted of twenty
pointing actions each and made use of virtual targets towards disparities of 6 and -6 while
the remaining blocks consisted of forty pointing actions each where the target object dis-
parity was set to 2 and -6 at first and then to -2 and 6. There were also a few experiments
where the parallax changed during the movement.

The pointing actions were recorded by the normal speed as well as the high speed cameras.
But due to limitations to the memory capacity on the high speed camera not all forty of the
the pointing actions from block 3 and 4 were captured. While the normal speed cameras
captured all the pointing actions across all the blocks in a single ninety minute long video,
the high speed cameras on the other hand, consisted of multiple video fragments, each
commencing from the instant the trigger-box was pushed until the end of that particular
pointing action.

The recordings from the high speed camera had a frame rate of 500 frames per second
and a resolution of 800x601 and were about two to three seconds long. Meanwhile, the
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normal speed camera was used to record the movements at a frame rate of 25fps and at
a resolution of 1440x1080. Additionally, the recordings from the normal speed camera
were compressed with an interlaced coding.

4.1.3 Annotation

Annotation is necessary in order to have a common reference for evaluating the success of
each of the trackers chosen for the study. However, the dataset in its entirety is enormous
and hence only a sample of the dataset from each of the subjects was considered to ease the
burden of manually marking the ground truth information. Hence, only video sequences
arising from five test subjects were considered for the current experiments. From each
of the chosen subjects, 5-10 sequences were selected (mostly from Block 2). The main
criterion for selecting a particular normal speed camera sequence was the availability of its
corresponding high-speed camera sequence. Apart from this, video sequences exhibiting
clear and decisive pointing actions were preferred.

In order to define the ground truth information, every 10th and 50th frame were extracted
using a combination of MATLAB and FFmpeg [63] from each of the normal speed and
high speed videos respectively. The annotation task was carried out in two or three phases:
a manual phase for marking the initial fingertip locations and an automatic phase for ob-
taining a secondary point to estimate the fingertips orientation as well as refining the
marked fingertip locations. A third step was necessary only in instances where the fin-
gertip estimates generated in Phase 2 were erroneous. The entire annotation scheme has
been summarized in Figure 16.

Keeping in mind that the definition of the fingertip region is often quite subjective and
would typically require a large amount of time and effort, the idea of defining a straight
forward bounding box was discarded. Instead, the annotation tool was simply used to
label the actual tip of the pointing finger to the best possible accuracy. For the purpose of
marking the initial fingertip locations, the labelme annotation tool, shown in Figure 17,
was employed [64].

The challenge of estimating the finger orientation necessitated the marking of a secondary
point along the fingertip axis. Moreover, the human factors such as human error and an-
notator’s skill level were not taken into consideration while marking the initial fingertip
locations. The 2nd phase of the annotation task was carried out exclusively using MAT-
LAB. For annotating the frames from the normal speed videos, the position of the fingertip
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Figure 16. Annotation of the fingertip location using the labelme tool [64].

locations marked using the annotation tool were used to compare intensities along the x-
axis at a certain fixed distance above the initial point. Taking advantage of the fact that
hands are completely white against a black background due to the lighting conditions of
the experiment, the change in pixel intensities along the x-axis of the image frame was
computed. This would imply that near the edge of fingers one would have points with
minimum and maximum change in the intensity gradient. However, in order to prevent
instances where the background (like the white grains or other foreign objects) might in-
terfere with the computation leading to multiple maxima and minima points, only points
that were followed or preceded by a constant amount of white spaces were considered.
Additionally, the image was sharpened to sharpen the intensity variations along the pixels.
The average of the two peaks would give us the secondary point needed for estimating the
finger orientation as it is located along the axis of the marked point as shown in Figure 18.
Furthermore, after computing the secondary point the neighborhood of the initial fingertip
location was evaluated in a similar manner to detect the edge of the finger, first along the
y-axis and then along the x-axis, leading to a refined estimate of the fingertip position.
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Figure 17. Annotation of the fingertip location using the labelme tool [64].

However, the annotation is still susceptible to rare errors in case the test subject bends the
end of the finger but the rest of the finger remains relatively straight, or the presence of
the green trigger box or the central white spot in the vicinity of the finger. In that case a
third phase of manual annotation was carried out to carefully label both the fingertips and
the secondary point.

The annotation of the frames from the high speed camera follows a slightly different
approach. The bwareaopen filter from MATLAB was used to obtain the three largest blobs
in the binarized image in order to get rid of smaller blobs reflections due to the trigger box
and the reflection from the touch screen which might affect the gradient estimation leading
to multiple peaks while estimating the edges of the fingers. The rest of the approach
to estimate the secondary point and correcting the finger tip remained the same. The
approach to annotating the high speed videos was quite robust and did not warrant the
need for a third phase of annotation, unlike the frames from the normal speed videos.

4.2 De-interlacing Comparison

A Sony HDR-SR12 camera was employed for capturing the normal frame rate videos
from directly above the touch screen. The captured videos exhibited interlaced encoding
at a frame rate of 50 fields per second and a resolution of 1440x1080 (4:3). These inter-
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Figure 18. The gradient information (left) was used to obtain the secondary point coordinates.
The red cross marks in the figure (right) depict the final set of points that were used for evaluating
the success of the various trackers.

laced recordings are ill-suited for the task of finger tracking due to the interlacing effects
which has been outlined in Section 3.2. De-interlacing algorithms are typically employed
to reduce, if not eliminate, these interlacing effects.

De-interlacing of the normal speed videos can be easily carried out using any of the
open source software such as AviSynth [51] or FFmpeg [63]. FFmpeg was preferred to
AviSynth as AviSynth adopts a scripting approach, with a steep learning curve, for all its
video processing functionalities while FFmpeg on the other hand can be simply run from
the command prompt once installed. Both, AviSynth and FFmpeg, provide a common
set of de-interlacing filters that are quite adept at minimizing the said interlacing effects.
There is, however, lack of general consensus about the most effective de-interlacing filter
and the need for a comparative study in order to determine the de-interlacing filter best
suited for the task of finger tracking in the current framework. In the current thesis, four
of the most popular FFmpeg de-interlacing filters were compared namely, the w3fdif, the
yadif, the bwdif and lastly, the nnedi filter. In addition to the above, a recently developed
state-of-the-art de-interlacing method, Deep Video De-Interlacing (DVDI), proposed by
Zhu et al. [48] (described in Section 3.2.1) was selected for the comparison.

A ground truth for the de-interlaced video sequence is needed in order to compare the ef-
fectiveness of the selected de-interlacing algorithms. Due to the non-availability of such a
video sequence, a new ground truth is defined by de-interlacing a selected video sequence
by means of a de-interlacing algorithm that was not included in the study. The ground
truth de-interlaced video was obtained by applying the adaptive kernel de-interlacing tech-
nique devised by Donald Graft by using the ’kerndeint’ video filter in FFmpeg [63]. With
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the ground truth established for comparing the effects of various de-interlacing filters,
the ground truth de-interlaced video sequence was re-interlaced. FFmpeg was then used
again to extract and select one common frame from the de-interlaced sequences obtained
after subjecting the newly re-interlaced video sequence with the methods under study in
order to compare their effectiveness. The deep video de-interlacing technique required all
the frames of the re-interlaced sequence to be extracted prior to de-interlacing them. A
python based implementation provided by the authors of [48] was used for this purpose.

An additional experiment was conducted to make the comparison robust from possible
bias due to the usage of the ’kerndeint’ filter. Hence, an additional video sequence en-
coded in 720p at 50fps was also evaluated. A sample frame from the additional video
sequence and its corresponding interlaced has been presented in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Sample progressive (left) and interlaced (right) frame from the additional video se-
quence. Notice the combing effect around the hand.

4.2.1 Key Performance Metrics

Two randomly selected video sequences from test subjects 2 and 6 were used for this
study. The extracted frames are shown in Figures 20 and 21. While the effect of the
de-interlacing filters is quite apparent, it is hard to visually distinguish between the ef-
fectiveness of the implemented de-interlacing algorithms. Like in the case of the object
tracking benchmarks, a wide variety of performance metrics have been used to quanti-
tatively estimate the effect of de-interlacing without any general consensus. The lack of
consensus is due to the disagreement among researchers on the utilization of subjective or
objective metrics for evaluation of the reconstruction efficiency. Many articles in the past
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have utilized metrics such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as well as Mean Square
Error (MSE) for evaluating their effectiveness [48, 65] and hence, they have been chosen
as the performance metric in the current comparison study.

MSE provides an objective assessment of reconstruction carried out given the initial and
the restored image. The MSE between any two given images g(x, y) and ĝ(x, y) is com-
puted as

MSE =
1

MN

M∑
N=1

N∑
M=1

· [ĝ(n,m)− g(n,m))]2. (1)

where M,N are the image dimensions. The PSNR on the other hand is not an accurate
enough model for the human visual perception, but it is a good measure to assess and
compare the quality of variations [66] and can be derived from the MSE as

PSNR = −10 log10
MSE
S2

. (2)

where the S stands for the maximum pixel value in the image.

4.2.2 De-interlacing Results

The results presented here could potentially have a huge bearing on the results of the
tracking error computation as the best performing de-interlacing filter would be employed
for de-interlacing the entire normal speed dataset of the test subjects. The extracted frames
were compared using the readily available MATLAB implementations of the MSE and
PSNR functions and the results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of the de-interlacing filters. The best results have been highlighted in bold.

Test Subject De-interlacing bwdif w3fdif yadif nnedi DVDI

#2
PSNR 39.09 27.03 39.07 37.68 37.26
MSE 8.00 128.57 8.04 11.07 12.21

#6
PSNR 39.50 31.23 39.48 38.37 37.31
MSE 7.29 48.97 7.32 9.44 12.06

#additional
PSNR 33.02 18.82 19.72 32.72 32.57
MSE 32.40 676.52 692.64 34.72 35.97
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(a) Initial interlaced Frame. (b) Ground truth de-interlaced frame.

(c) bwdif de-interlacing. (d) w3fdif de-interlacing.

(e) yadif de-interlacing. (f) Deep video de-interlacing.

(g) nnedi deinterlacing.

Figure 20. Effect of the de-interlacing filters on a frame from a randomly selected sequence from
test subject #2.
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(a) Initial interlaced Frame. (b) Ground truth de-interlaced frame.

(c) bwdif de-interlacing. (d) w3fdif de-interlacing.

(e) yadif de-interlacing. (f) Deep video de-interlacing.

(g) nnedi deinterlacing.

Figure 21. Effect of the de-interlacing filters on a frame from a randomly selected sequence from
test subject #6.
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The bwdif de-interlacing filter stood out among the evaluated filters, but only marginally,
the nnedi filter was quite close in second. On the other end of the spectrum, the w3fdif
filter showcased huge losses during de-interlacing. Based, on the results presented in
Table 3 the bwdif was chosen for de-interlacing the normal speed video sequences of the
test subjects prior to annotation.

4.3 Tracker Comparison

Visual object trackers that are extremely precise and robust to visual object tracking chal-
lenges, are a rare commodity. The diversity in the nature of the tracker environment has
left even the state-of-the art methods culpable of tracking failures in case of a less than
ideal tracking environment. Hence, any tracking environment deviating from its ideal
tracking environment warrants the need for a comparative study to identify the tracker
best suited to the challenges of that particular environment.

For the purpose of tracking the fingertips in the current framework, four out of the six
trackers described in Section 3.3 were selected: LDES, ATOM, DiMP and PrDiMP. Only
trackers that were known to be capable of providing sub-pixel precise target estimates
were selected. Additionally, the choice of trackers was further limited by the availability
of source codes, the choice of execution environment as well as the time available to run
all the chosen trackers across all the selected test sequences.

The normal and high speed videos included in the dataset present their own set of track-
ing challenges. While the tracker settings were left largely unaltered from their default
configurations during the tracking of the high speed videos, a few changes in the tracker
parameters were needed while evaluating the tracking algorithms against the normal speed
videos due to the fact that the finger movement between subsequent frames was larger.
The key tracker parameters have been depicted in Table 4. Due to the lack of an extensive
study on the effect of the tracker parameters on the tracking accuracy, the experimental
results so obtained maybe be thought of as the lower limit of performance of the evaluated
trackers.

4.3.1 Key Performance Metrics

Selecting a common performance metric for the sake of tracker comparison has always
proved to be a conundrum among the researchers and enthusiasts in the field of visual
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Table 4. Key tracker parameters. The modified parameters have been shown in italics.

Tracker(s) Parameter High-Speed Videos Normal-Speed Videos

LDES

Padding 0.25 1.5
Grayscale features false false

Hog features false true
Hog color features false false

Cell size (3,3) (3,3)
Hog Orientations 9 9

Kernel linear linear
Regularization factor 1e-4 1e-4

Scale learn rate 0.015 0.015
Max image sample size 3502 3502

Sigma factor 0.1 0.1

ATOM / DiMP/ PrDiMP

Search area scale 5 7
Max image sample size (18 ∗ 14)2 (20 ∗ 16)2

Kernel size (4,4) (4,4)
Regularization factor 1e-1 1e-1

Learning rate 0.01 0.01
Sigma factor 0.25 0.25

object tracking. An extensive number of such metrics exists which evaluate the success of
the tracking task from different aspects, a few of which have been discussed in Section 2.4.

While performance measures such as the EAO has become the ideal performance metric
for assessing the accuracy of most of the recent state-of-the-art trackers, it was not em-
ployed in the current study in order to have comparability with the preceding experiments
carried out in the framework of touch screen usability experiment [3, 4]. Hence, this re-
search employs Central Location Error (CLE) as the measure of accuracy. The tracker
bounding estimates are used to obtain the position of the fingertip in any given frame and
this is compared against the ground truth fingertip position. The CLE measure is justi-
fied in the context of the current study as it is well aligned with the goal of tracking the
fingertips.

An additional measure was needed to evaluate the success of the tracker across the whole
video sequence. This was defined by calculating the percentage of frames where the
distance between the obtained fingertip estimate from the bounding box was less than a
defined threshold from the ground truth fingertip position. This threshold was set as half
of the width or the height of the predicted bounding box window. A fixed threshold was
avoided mainly due to the fact that the ATOM and the other tracker in its family do not
yield a fixed size for the predicted bounding box.
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4.3.2 Tracking Results

The implementation of the LDES tracker was carried out using MATLAB R2018B with
the aid of OpenCV 3.4.8 toolbox on a Laptop running 64-bit Windows 10 Pro operating
system with an Intel Core i5-6200 CPU and 8GB of RAM. The rest of the trackers were
python based implementations and run on a NVIDIA GPU server.

The tracking results for the high-speed and low speed video sequences are presented in
Tables 5 and 6 respectively. The bounding box initialization for each of the video se-
quences was kept uniform across different trackers. While the instances of total tracking
failure were far and few, defining a larger initial bounding box in the event of such fail-
ures was quite conducive. These instances have been marked with an asterisk(*) symbol
in Table 5 and 6.

The results in Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the trackers included in the study outper-
formed the ones considered in earlier studies [3, 4] with regards to both accuracy and
precision. While the PrDiMP tracker was the standout tracker in case of the high speed
video sequences, the ATOM tracker emerged as a more suitable tracker for dealing with
the challenges of the normal speed videos. A closer look at the amount of failures in the
case of normal speed videos indicates that most of the difficult sequences arise from Test
subject 4 and 9 while sequences arising from test subject 2 were relatively easier for the
trackers to handle and the results from these sequences were much closer to the ground
truth fingertip location as compared to the results obtained from the other test subjects.

4.3.3 De-interlacing vs. Tracking

While the need for de-interlacing prior to tracking is well established due to the combing
effects of the interlaced videos, the effect of de-interlacing filters on the tracker accuracy
is largely unknown and warrants the need for an investigation in this regards. Two video
sequences were selected randomly and de-interlaced with the same de-interlacing filters
that were compared in Section 4.2.2, while the best performing tracker from Table 6,
ATOM, was employed for tracking the fingertips in the de-interlaced videos with the
same bounding box initialization. Additionally, the trackers were averaged over two runs
for each of the video sequences. The results of this case study have been presented in
Table 7.

While the nnedi de-interlacing filtered video sequences yielded the least amount of CLE,
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the bwdif filter chosen for this study was not far behind. Moreover, the difference between
the CLE error of the best and the worst de-interlacing filter is less than 1 pixel, hinting
at a minor yet significant influence of the choice of the de-interlacing filter on the overall
tracker accuracy.
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Table 5. Tracking results against the high speed video sequences. The percentage depicts the
percentage of correctly tracked frames whereas the CLE error is shown within the parenthesis.
The best performing tracker in each case has been highlighted in bold.

Test Subject Sequence LDES ATOM DiMP PrDiMP

#2

#1 100% (2.72) 100% (2.75) 100% (2.87) 100% (3.14)
#2 100% (1.96) 100% (3.63) 100% (2.84) 100% (1.86)
#3 100% (1.4) 100% (2.17) 92% (2.81) 100% (1.21)
#4 100% (1.86) 100% (1.52) 100% (3.2) 100% (2.92)
#5 100% (2.20) 100% (2.68) 100% (2.89) 100% (2.62)
#6 100% (4.82) 100% (3.51) 100% (3.54) 100% (2.80)
#7 100% (2.63) 100% (2.59) 100% (2.50) 100% (2.38)
#8 100% (4.63) 100% (3.43) 100% (2.77) 100% (3.27)
#9 100% (10.82) 100% (11.23) 100% (8.93) 100% (7.19)
#10 100% (5.54) 100% (4.24) 100% (4.94) 100% (4.81)

#6

#1 93% (5.60) 93% (7.26) 93% (7.28) 93% (7.16)
#2 66% (11.41) 91% (6.36) 91% (7.07) 91% (7.09)
#3 77% (8.35) 96% (7.64) 96% (6.57) 100% (6.24)
#4 81% (7.49) 100% (6.50) 95% (8.27) 100% (6.31)
#5 FAILURE 100% (7.70) 100% (6.84) 100% (6.35)

#9

#1 100% (2.27) 100% (1.44) 100% (1.6) 100% (1.35)
#2 100% (0.94) 100% (1.09) 100% (0.90) 100% (0.97)
#3 100% (2.67) 100% (2.49) 100% (2.39) 100% (2.23)
#4 93% (3.01) 100% (2.87) 100% (2.32) 100% (1.96)
#5 80% (3.38) 90% (4.1) 70% (4.3) 90% (3.15)
#6 100% (2.32) 100% (1.11) 100% (0.89) 100% (1.28)
#7 100% (3.04) 100% (4.44) 100% (4.01) 100% (4.36)
#8 100% (3.11) 100% (2.47) 100% (2.54) 100% (1.71)
#9 100% (2.47) 100% (3.49) 100% (4.37) 100% (2.92)
#10 100% (6.96) 100% (2.58) 100% (3.03) 100% (1.64)

#11

#1 100% (3.18) 100% (2.8) 100% (2.57) 100% (2.45)
#2 100% (2.92) 100% (1.73) 100% (2.04) 100% (1.98)
#3 100% (2.26) 100% (2.5) 100% (2.58) 100% (2.23)
#4 100% (7.98) 100% (7.68) 100% (7.16) 100% (6.01)
#5 100% (1.51) 100% (1.65) 100% (1.54) 100% (1.41)
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Table 6. Tracking results against the normal speed video sequences. The percentage depicts
the correctly tracked frames whereas the CLE error is shown within the parenthesis. The best
performing tracker in each case has been highlighted in bold. The asterisks(*) indicate the usage
of a larger bounding box for tracker initialization.

Test Subject Sequence LDES ATOM DiMP PrDiMP

#2

#1 100% (7.51) 100% (6.03) 100% (7.86) 100% (6.2)
#2 100% (9.25)* 100% (7.20) 100% (6.29) 100% (16.33)*
#3 FAILURE 92% (7.59) 100% (8.58) 100% (6.42)
#4 100% (14.20)* 100% (5.33) 100% (5.58) 100% (4.46)
#5 100% (7.02) 100% (5.87) 100% (6.20) 93% (8.36)
#6 FAILURE 100% (7.77) 100% (8.35) 92% (20.12)*
#7 FAILURE 100% (7.76) 90% (8.29) 100% (11.09)
#8 FAILURE 100% (6.60) 100% (5.19) 100% (9.04)
#9 100% (7.98) 100% (7.09) 100% (4.52) 100% (17.85)*

#10 100% (5.41) 100% (6.20) 100% (7.31) 100% (23.23)*

#4

#1 100% (9.23) 92% (11.88) 100% (12.26)* 100% (15.19)*
#2 FAILURE 100% (3.36) FAILURE 100% (5.59)
#3 FAILURE 100% (9.54)* 100% (12.27)* 100% (11.54)*
#4 FAILURE 100% (6.15) FAILURE FAILURE
#5 FAILURE 92% (20.15)* 84% (27.42)* 92% (7.08)

#6

#1 100% (7.82) 100% (7.21) 84% (18.86)* 89% (26.76)
#2 100% (6.26) 95% (6.85) 100% (13.18)* 95% (30.18)*
#3 100% (16.87)* 100% (13.62)* 100% (16.41)* 75% (40.33)*
#4 100% (16.80)* 100% (13.15)* 100% (13.01)* 90% (22.85)*
#5 100% (7.89) 100% (10.04) 100% (21.86)* 91% (20.67)*

#9

#1 91% (2.13) 100% (2.12) 91% (3.33) 91% (4.54)
#2 FAILURE 100% (9.70)* 93% (9.26)* 100% (10.80)*
#3 100% (8.70) 100% (5.68) 100% (7.4) 88% (7.66)
#4 FAILURE 100% (6.76) 100% (6.95) 100% (19.25)*
#5 FAILURE 100% (8.33) 100% (7.77) 88% (11.22)
#6 FAILURE 100% (7.68) 100% (7.54) 100% (10.29)*
#7 FAILURE 100% (9.18)* 100% (11.95)* 100% (19.12)*
#8 100% (9.02) 100% (8.54) 100% (10.73)* 92% (9.09)
#9 FAILURE 100% (12.69)* 100% (16.69)* 81% (21.26)

#10 FAILURE 100% (16.11)* 100% (10.07)* 92% (25.18)*

#11

#1 87% (9.32) 100% (6.22) 100% (8.04) 100% (8.93)
#2 FAILURE 92% (10.57)* 100% (12.35)* 100% (14.71)*
#3 100% (9.08) 100% (8.07) 100% (7.64) 92% (16.21)*
#4 100% (4.54) 100% (3.42) 92% (3.952) 92% (4.49)
#5 FAILURE 100% (8.33) 100% (7.95) 100% (12.47)*

Table 7. Effect of the various de-interlacing filters on the average of the CLE estimates from two
randomly selected normal speed videos.

Test Subject bwdif yadif w3fdif nnedi DVDI
#2 7.94 8.16 8.65 7.83 8.46

#11 3.20 2.97 3.70 2.54 3.49
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5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Current study

Despite the large developments in the domain of visual object tracking, there is no one
such tracker that can adequately handle instances of occlusions, object deformations, illu-
mination and scale variations occurring in conjunction. In the presented study, six recent
state-of-the-art tracking methodologies were briefly described. While trackers such as the
LDES employ correlation filters [52], the SiamMask_E is based on the Siamese learning
paradigm [22, 60]. However, with the success of the CNN-based ATOM tracker [56],
tracking methods such as DiMP [47] and DRNet [45] have emerged which are not only
very precise but are also robust to various tracking difficulties as seen by their recent suc-
cess in the VOT challenge. Based on the conducted study, four sub-pixel precise trackers
were implemented to assess their suitability for their application in the 3-D touch screen
experiments as described in [3]. Additionally, based on previous works [3, 4], the impor-
tance of a pre-processing step to de-interlace the video sequences obtained from normal
speed cameras was established and hence, novel de-interlacing techniques were also stud-
ied and compared in the scope of this thesis.

The experiments carried out with the various de-interlacing filters indicated that the re-
construction capability of bwdif outshone those of the other competing filters that were
studied. Post de-interlacing the sequence of normal speed videos were evaluated against
four sub-pixel precise trackers: LDES, ATOM. DiMP and PrDiMP. Based on thorough
experimentation the ATOM architecture is observed to be the one that is best suited to the
rigors of the normal speed video. The PrDiMP tracker on the other hand proved to be
the most accurate and robust in a similar analysis carried out on a dataset of high-speed
videos. Additionally, the raw trajectories obtained from either of the best performing
trackers can be seen to change multiple times within the same pixel. A sample of the raw
2-D trajectory data has been illustrated in Figures 22 and 23.

A closer look at the reasons for errors in tracking is vital to understand the challenges
of finger tracking. The tracking of high speed videos was straight forward and yielded
quite accurate results. In fact, most of the errors in these sequences could be attributed to
the finger bending action exhibited by the test subjects on contact with the touch screen
surface. While the ATOM, DiMP and PrDiMP trackers are quite good at updating the
target object model, the LDES tracking algorithm was engulfed with difficulties and found
it slightly more difficult to adapt to deformations in the target object both, at the start and
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Figure 22. The finger trajectory obtained by evaluating a sample high speed video with the
PrDiMP tracker. The blue line indicates the raw 2-D trajectory from the start of the video se-
quence

at the end. These finger bending instance have been exemplified in Figure 24.

The normal speed video sequences, on the other hand, were brimming with various chal-
lenges. While the majority of the errors could be attributed to the test subjects, there were
also a few errors arising due to the experimental setup. A few of these challenges have
been showcased in Figure 25. First and foremost are the lighting conditions. Although,
the lighting conditions were necessary to capture the high-speed videos in the first place,
it is one of the major reasons for improper central location estimates for the normal speed
videos. The lighting conditions led to the image being over-exposed and caused instances
where the fingertip was apparently indistinguishable from the green trigger box. The
PrDiMP and the DiMP trackers were the most affected due to the over-exposing of the
images leading them to concur an imprecise information about the object model. Another
source of error due to the experimental setup was the presence of the white center point.
The white center point was responsible for the dissolution of the fingertip against itself
when the fingertip was directly above it which resulted in a slight drift in the bounding
estimate for those frames.

The difficulties due the test subjects were due to three main reasons. One such reason was
the rapid movement of fingers in response to the stimulus. The movement in itself was
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Figure 23. The finger trajectory obtained by evaluating a sample normal speed video with the
ATOM tracker. The blue line indicates the raw 2-D trajectory towards the end of the video se-
quence.

not problematic, but when these difficulties are coupled with large changes in the target
scale, the tracker was seen to lose the target and it was a common feature among all the
trackers. However, initializing a larger bounding box in those cases helped to improve
the overall tracking robustness at the cost of accuracy. The presence of trailing fingers
was one of the most challenging aspects for these object trackers due to the fact that the
trailing fingers closely resembled the target finger while executing the pointing action.

Lastly, the de-interlacing filters were responsible for imparting motion blur to some of the
frames. Motion blur arises due to apparent streaking of the fast moving fingers and are
known to cause an unreliable update of the target appearance model.

5.2 Future work

The comparative study of the recent state-of-the-art visual object trackers presented in
this manuscript should be further extended and employed in the trajectory reconstruction
in the touch screen usability experiment. Additionally, a study on a few of the more
recent state of the art object trackers that are robust to large scale object deformation
[67] is warranted to better handle the instances of motion blurring and large scale object
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Figure 24. The finger bending movement exhibited by the test subjects was a small yet prominent
reason for higher CLE estimates in the high speed video sequences.

(a) Rapid scale changes. (b) Dissolution. (c) Trailing finger. (d) Motion blur.

Figure 25. The various finger tracking challenges in the normal speed video environment.

variations.
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6 CONCLUSION

The main objective of this thesis was to evaluate the previously investigated framework
for evaluating the recently developed sub-pixel precise object tracking algorithms for HCI
studies. This evaluation study was primarily focused on video pre-processing and finger
tracking. The video pre-processing using novel de-interlacing techniques and state-of-the-
art tracking methods were briefly presented in the study followed by evaluating and se-
lecting the best performing de-interlacing filter for de-interlacing the normal speed videos
test-set. Four sub-pixel precise tracking algorithms were then used to track a carefully
compiled set of videos.

The bwdif filter was established as the best de-interlacing filter among the filters selected
for the comparative study and was employed for de-interlacing the normal speed videos.
The tracking results were largely uniform and good enough to warrant the application
of these trackers for the trajectory reconstruction purposes. While the PrDiMP tracker
stood out during the tracking of the high-speed videos, the ATOM tracker proved to be
better suited for handling the challenges posed by the noisy and error strewn normal speed
videos.
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